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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper one dimensional heat equation is solved using Galerkin B-spline Finite Element. Solution is 
obtained by reducing the initial boundary value problem to the set of Ordinary differential equations. 
Discretization of the spatial domain is made using cubic B-spline functions as basis functions. The 
numerical results obtained from the two test problems are compared with the analytical solution available 
in the literature. Observations give a good agreement between the exact solution and the numerical solution 
obtained from the proposed technique. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In this paper we consider the One-dimensional time dependent heat conduction equation 
 
                                                       ρc k ,           x, t   Ω 0, T                                                       (1) 
 
where Ω 0, L , with initial condition 
 
                                                 u x, 0 u x               for 0 x L,                                                   (2) 
and boundary conditions 
                                                 u 0, t f x                  for   0 t T                                                   (3) 
          
                                                       u L, t g x                 for    0 t T                                                   (4)       
 
where ρ, c, k are density, thermal conductivity in the direction of x -axis and heat capacity respectively.  
f, g, u  are known functions and u x, t  is unknown. It’s a well- known second order linear partial 
differential equation (PDE). Unlike other equations, it is not preserved when t is replaced by –  . It shows 
that heat equation describes irreversible process and makes a distance between the previous and next steps. 
Such equations arise very often in various applications of science and engineering describing the variation 
of temperature (or heat distribution) in a given region over some time. Marwaha & Chopra [1] give a 
numerical solution for transient thermal distribution ina slab where chemical, electrical or nuclear energy is 
converted into thermal energy. To describe temperature profile, Elimoel and Rogerio [2] uses exponential- 
sinusoidal one-dimensional analytical model demonstrating that heat equation can still be solved 
analytically. Monte [3] applied a natural analytical approach for solving the one dimensional transient heat 
conduction in a composite slab. He studied the transient response of one dimensional multilayered 
composite conducting slab to the sudden variations of the temperature of surrounding fluid. In a one 
dimensional hollow composite cylinder with time dependent boundary conditions, Lu [4] gave a novel 
analytical method applied to the transient heat conduction equation. Splines are a kind of piecewise 
polynomials that are easy to use for the approximations by breaking an interval into a number of 
subintervals [5]. In general, we consider a piecewise polynomial, let a, b  be a finite interval and x
x x  be the partition of a, b  into n elements and x  ;  i 0,1, … n  are the nodes. These nodes are the 
parameter values where the polynomial function constituting spline curve joining each other [6]. A 
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particular class of splines is - B-splines. B-spline (bell-shaped splines) is piecewise polynomial functions 
that are connected continuously by the smaller curve segments that takes care of the continuity having a 
direct impact on the basis functions. B-spline functions are very popular for the smooth approximations and 
are being used by various researchers for different problems ([7], [8] , [9], [10], [11]). In 1946, Schoenberg 
first proposed the theory of B-splines. Cox(1971) and de Boor(1972) gave recurrence relations for the 
purpose of computing coefficients ([12], [13]). Yang [14] used a technique to deal with the boundary 
conditions using splines. Many others [15], [16] has used B-splines for various applications where B-
splines has been proved a useful tool for approximations. In addition to this Thomas [17] presented 
extensive use of splines for Boeing. Qiu [18] applied a trivariate B-spline for volume reconstruction saying 
that the B-spline reconstructions are often superior to the existing methods. In the present method we 
proposed a cubic B-spline FEM for the solution of one dimensional heat conduction equation. Because B-
spline curve has superior properties making them suitable for shape representations and analysis purpose. 
Using the values of B-splines, nodal values at the knots are expressed in terms of the element parameters. 
Temperature distribution over the subintervals will be approximated by the combination of cubic B-splines 
and unknown element parameter. The system is reduced to the matrix form and further handled by method 
of lines. 
 
2.  SOLUTION PROCEDURE 

 
A spline is a piecewise polynomial of order k (degree k-1 at the most) defined on the interval a, b ; a
x x x b, whereh x x ;   i 0,1, … N 1. The spline u x  commonly described in 
the B-spline representation is as 

u x α  B x  

 
Where B x  is a special function of order k called B-spline. It has a particular property of having compact 
support [19]. B-spline of order one are step functions defined by 
 

B 1 ; x x , x
0; otherwise  

 
It introduces the knotst  ; i 1, … N k. The cubic B-spline finite element method has been presented in 
this paper. The technique is based on the Galerkin formulation of the given problem and then using B-
spline basis functions. Thus the approximation to the solution is given by  
 
                                                                             u ∑ a t B x                                                             (5)     
 
where B  are linearly independent basis functions and a  are the unknowns, yet to be determined. We start 
with the weak formulation of the one dimensional heat equation (1)-(4) forf g 0. Multiplying equation 
(1) with the test function  N x  we get 
 

N x ρc
∂u
∂t k

∂ u
∂x dx 0 

 
                    N x ρc k dx N L k L, t N 0 k 0, t 0                                (6) 
 
Which is known as the weak formulation of equation(1). Using (5) in (6) we have 
 
                      , 0 0, 0                        (7)            
 
Using the given boundary conditions (3)-(4), we get 
 
                    0                                                                                        (8) 
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For the Galerkin procedure, test function and the trial functions are same, thus we have . 
Where every test function  is a linear combination of the test functions ∑ . So, the 
equation (8) reduces to the sset of ordinary differential equations. To construct the spline approximation 
function for one dimensional case, the interval 0,1   is discretized into ( 1  intervals with  number of 
nodes.  Let ,  be portioned into a mesh with points a=  <      < … <  = b. A cubic B-spline 
covering four successive finite elements are covered by the shape functions defined as 

=  

                                                                                                                 , ,

3 3  3 ,                         , ,

3  3  3 ,                          , ,
                                                                                                                 , ,

0                                                                                                                               ,
 

      (9)                            

 
Thus the variation of  over each element  ,  is expressed as  

 
               , ∑    ,        0,1, …                                                          (10)   
 

Where   are element parameters and  ;   1, , 1, 2  are element shape functions. 
Each finite element is defined on the interval  ,  and the element nodes are defined for the 
knots  , . Using (9) and (10) in (8) gives 

 
            ∑  ∑  0                           (11) 
 

For each element we have  
 
                                                 0                                                                         (12) 
 

Where , , ,   are the element parameters and ,  are element matrices given by 
 
     
and 
    
 

Where , 1, , 1, 2 and assembling together all the elements, we have the final matrix 
formulation in assembled form as 

 
                                                               0                                                                                (13) 

 
Where ,  are assembled forms of , . Discretizing the temporal domain as interval  
is the partition of the temporal domain and defining ∆  as the length of the time interval. We 
apply backward differencing technique using  

 
∆ ∆

∆  
For the time derivative, we have 

 
 

∆
∆

∆  
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Taking 0 we can start with the solution procedure by finding ∆  from  and the solution procedure is 
carried till we reach the final time. 

 
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

 
For the numerical solutions of one dimensional heat conduction equation using the above  technique we 
consider two cases.  
Case (1):  For equation (1) we consider an iron bar of length 50cm with specific heat c 0.437J/ gK   , 
densityρ 7.88g/cm  and thermal conductivity k 0.836W/ cmK κ subject to the following initial 
condition 
 

u x, 0 5
1
5

|x 25|              for  0 x 50 

  With the boundary conditions 

                                                                        u x, t u 50, t 0 

 The analytical solutionto this problem can be expressed as 

u x, t A  sin
nπx
50  

  Where A  / e   

  Case (2):  An iron bar of length 50cm being heated at a constatnt temperature 40c and both the ends are 
maintained at 00c and 40c respectively. Mathematical modeling of the given phenomenon is represented in 
the form of governing PDE with the initial condition as u 4 c  and boundary conditions u x, t
u 50, t 0. Whose analytical solution is given by  

u x, t
4

50 x
8 sin nπx/50

nπ e   

  The proposed technique leads to the final matrix formulation which is solved using Crank-Nicolson 
technique. To observe the accuracy of the numerical technique, weighted kek1norm is used defined by 

e defined as  

e
1
N

U x , t U ,

U x , t
, e e , e , … , e  

  Table 1 shows the numerical results of case 1 for different meshes. Numerical results have been found in a 
very good agreement with the exact solution.  For case 2 numerical solutions are given in Table 2. Results 
obtained from the present (B-spline FEM) technique are compared with the exact solutions at different 
times. It gives the numerical results very much closer to the respective exact solutions. Graphical 
representation of the results is presented in the figures. Fig. (1) shows the results obtained at different 
times for case1. In Fig. (2) Temperature profile for case 2 is studied for different times. At the initial level 
(Initial condition) temperature is 40c. When the effect of boundary condition comes into picture, the 
temperature profile is representing a semi parabolic shape at time t = 0.1. Temperature at left side is 00c 
and reached other side at 40c. With the passage of time, shape is being changes to the inclined line. No 
further variation in time is noticed after t = 0.8 and temperature profile reaches the steady state. 
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Table 1: Comparison of numerical results for various mesh sizes at time  .  

                                    for ∆ .  
 

 h=0.01 h=0.05 h=0.0125 h=0.0075 Exact  
0.2 0.38630792 0.38621124 0.38621121 0.38621285 0.3861138 
0.4 0.79882014 0.79880779 0.79880771 0.79879717 0.7987952 
0.6 1.21446063 1.21456219 1.21456212 1.21464900 1.2146644 
0.8 1.60250762 1.60253483 1.60253467 1.60255810 1.6025622 
1.0 1.98371982 1.98306842 1.98306827 1.98351013 1.9834930 
1.2 2.39583207 2.39578394 2.39578387 2.39573553 2.3957351 
1.4 2.82001012 2.82014674 2.82014671 2.82026342 2.8202841 
1.6 3.20636820 3.20645434 3.20645431 3.20665280 3.2065410 
1.8 3.57160873 3.57147525 3.57147514 3.57125437 3.5712254 
2.0 3.99148371 3.99130194 3.99130160 3.99114595 3.9911182 
2.2 4.45392610 4.45432583 4.44325832 4.45432583 4.4547253 
2.4 4.78214992 4.78320477 4.78320471 4.78320471 4.7842690 
2.6 4.78214992 4.78320477 4.78320471 4.78320471 4.7842690 
2.8 4.45392610 4.54325835 4.54325832 4.45432583 4.4547253 
3.0 3.99148371 3.99130194 3.99130160 3.99114595 3.9911182 
3.2 3.57160873 3.57147525 3.57147514 3.57125437 3.5712254 
3.4 3.20636820 3.20645434 3.20645431 3.20665280 3.2065410 
3.6 2.82001012 2.82014674 2.82014671 2.82026342 2.8202841 
3.8 2.39583207 2.39578394 2.39578387 2.39573553 2.3957351 
4.0 1.98371982 1.98306842 1.98306827 1.98351013 1.9834930 
4.2 1.60250762 1.60253483 1.60253467 1.60255810 1.6025622 
4.4 1.21446063 1.21456219 1.21456212 1.21464900 1.2146644 
4.6 0.79882014 0.79880779 0.79880771 0.79879717 0.7987952 
4.8 0.38630792 0.38621124 0.38621121 0.38621285 0.3861138 

e  0.00031 0.00007776 0.00000195 0.00000117  
 

Table 2: Comparison of numerical results for various mesh sizes at time  .  

                                    for ∆ .  
 

 h=0.001 h=0.0005 h=0.00025 h=0.00001 Exact  
02 0.304685 0.304685 0.304682 0.304721 0.304721 
04 0.606601 0.606601 0.606600 0.606671 0.606671 
06 0.903055 0.903055 0.903054 0.903155 0.903157 
08 1.191551 1.191551 1.191550 1.916361 1.916364 
10 1.469613 1.469613 1.469611 1.469759 1.469764 
12 1.735313 1.735313 1.735311 1.735490 1.735493 
14 1.986861 1.986861 1.986762 1.987056 1.987064 
16 2.222863 2.222863 2.222853 2.223071 2.223073 
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18 0.442271 0.442271 0.442268 2.442563 2.442567 
20 2.644431 2.644431 2.644430 2.644661 2.644663 
22 2.829044 2.829044 2.829041 2.829258 2.829265 
24 2.996124 2.996124 2.996121 2.996339 2.996348 
26 3.146043 3.146043 3.146014 3.146252 3.146254 
28 3.279422 3.279422 3.279421 3.279598 3.279638 
30 3.397151 3.397151 3.397150 3.397343 3.397349 
32 3.500345 3.500345 3.500341 3.500467 3.500473 
34 3.590083 3.590083 3.590080 3.590231 3.590235 
36 3.667854 3.667854 3.667852 3.667982 3.667985 
38 3.735032 3.735032 3.735037 3.735157 3.735159 
40 3.793131 3.793131 3.793130 3.793281 3.793283 
42 3.843583 3.843583 3.843581 3.843599 3.843663 
44 3.887991 3.887991 3.887987 3.888051 3.888052 
46 3.927851 3.927851 3.927846 3.927891 3.927891 
48 3.964681 3.964681 3.964676 3.964768 3.964768 

e  0.00013832 6.09296e-05 4.5977e-05 3.07261e-05  
 

4. CONCLUSION: 
 
 Temperature variation studied using the cubic B-spline FEM in this paper, gives satisfactory results. Both 
the case studies gave sufficiently good agreements with the exact solutions. Algorithms are developed to 
evaluate B-spline basis functions as well as to use them for the evaluation of temperature distribution. 
Performance of the algorithms is investigated by means of comparison with the analytical solutions and 
weighted e  norm. It can be said that the method is good enough to study the temperature distribution in 
one dimension. For the future work we aim at finding numerical solutions for the comparatively complex 
problems using the similar technique. 
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